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Abstract
Subscription pruning has been proven as valuable
routing optimization for Boolean subscriptions in publish/subscribe systems. It aims at optimizing subscriptions
independently of each other and is thus applicable for all
kinds of subscriptions regardless of their individual and collective structures. The original subscription pruning approach tries to optimize the event routing process based on
the expected increase in network load. However, a closer
look at pruning-based routing reveals its further applicability to optimizations in respect to other dimensions.
In this paper, we introduce and investigate subscription pruning based on three dimensions of optimization:
network load, memory usage, and system throughput. We
present the algorithms to perform prunings based on these
dimensions and discuss the results of a series of practical
experiments. Our analysis reveals the advantages and disadvantages of the different dimensions of optimization and
allows conclusions about the suitability of dimension-based
pruning for different application requirements.

1. Introduction
One of the major challenges for distributed publish/subscribe (p/s) systems is to improve event routing.
To enhance the routing process, various optimizations have
been proposed. They range from subscription covering [13]
and subscription merging [12], which are suitable for conjunctive subscriptions, to subscription pruning [4], having
an optimization potential for all kinds of Boolean subscriptions. Whereas the former two optimizations make strong
assumptions on subscriptions, e.g., the existence of similarities or other, more general relationships [5], subscription pruning optimizes subscriptions independently of each
other. Thus, subscription pruning is a valuable routing optimization applicable for general-purpose p/s systems [5].
Generally, we can optimize the routing load in p/s sys-

tems based on different dimensions (parameters). According to the chosen dimension, the event routing process is
improved in respect to this parameter. In this paper, we consider optimizations on three important parameters affecting
distributed p/s systems: (i) network load created by event
routing, (ii) memory usage required for routing tables, and
(iii) event throughput achieved by the overall system. These
parameters determine scalability and efﬁciency of p/s systems, two of their major implementation concerns [10].
The original subscription pruning approach [4] bases its
optimization on the expected inﬂuence of optimized event
routing on network load (cf. Sect. 2.2). This is a suitable
solution to the optimization problem because the number
of additionally forwarded events (due to optimizing) affects
both network usage (and thus scalability) and throughput
(ﬁltering on more messages). But we can conversely base
pruning on the other two dimensions (memory usage and
throughput). Each of these options targets different application requirements and results in a distinctive system behavior: Compared to the other optimizations, network-based
pruning causes the least increase in network load, memorybased pruning shows the strongest reduction in routing table
sizes, and throughput-based pruning results in the most efﬁcient ﬁltering. Thus, according to application requirements
we can choose the most suitable optimization. We are also
able to dynamically adjust our optimization based on current system parameters, e.g., if the number of subscriptions
increases strongly, we use memory-based pruning; bandwidth limitations suggest to apply network-based pruning.
In this paper, we present an investigation of subscription
pruning based on the three dimensions network load, memory usage, and system throughput. We start by giving background information on the utilized p/s model, the general
subscription pruning approach, and related optimizations in
Sect. 2. Section 3 introduces our three dimensions of optimization, theoretically analyzes their effects on routing, and
proposes algorithms and heuristics to quantify these inﬂuences. Our practical experiments as well as their evaluation
is presented in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude this paper and
present ideas for future work in Sect. 5.
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2. Publish/subscribe and subscription pruning
In this section, we give background information on the
p/s model assumed in this paper (Sect. 2.1) and the general
subscription pruning approach (Sect. 2.2). We also analyze
related optimization approaches in Sect. 2.3.

2.1. Background on publish/subscribe
For this paper, we assume the attribute-value pair p/s
model: Each event message consists of a set of attributevalue pairs presenting its content. A subscription sx is an
arbitrary Boolean ﬁlter expression; variables of this expression are referred to as predicates and specify conditions on
event messages in form of attribute-operator-value triples.
Subscriptions can be represented by a tree structure [2].
A p/s system ﬁlters all incoming event messages. Whenever the Boolean ﬁlter expression of a subscription sx evaluates to true on an event message (i.e., sx is fulﬁlled by the
message/the event is matching sx ), the respective subscriber
is notiﬁed. The ﬁltering task is obtained by ﬁltering algorithms, e.g., [2] to directly ﬁlter on Boolean subscriptions.
A distributed p/s system consists of a network of brokers [1]. Subscribers register subscriptions with one of
these brokers (referred to as local client and broker). We
assume acyclic broker connections; extensions to dynamic
reconﬁgurations and other topologies exist in literature [7,
14]. Brokers exchange information about subscriptions to
allow for the selective routing of events to relevant neighbors (subscription forwarding [6]). To improve event routing, we can apply routing optimizations. These optimizations modify routing entries to improve the routing process.

2.2. Background on subscription pruning
Subscription pruning [4] works for arbitrary Boolean
subscriptions. It optimizes the event routing by considering
subscriptions independently of each other. The basic idea
of pruning is to generalize subscriptions sx , i.e., the pruned
subscription is fulﬁlled by a superset of the events fulﬁlling sx . This generalization is obtained by removing parts
of the subscription tree. To ensure correct routing, pruning is only applied to subscriptions from non-local clients.
These subscriptions are pruned to achieve an optimization;
the pruning order is determined by heuristics (Sect. 3), deciding on the next pruning. Unsubscriptions do not require
a specialized handling compared to un-optimized routing.
Pruning a subscription inﬂuences various aspects of
event routing: Firstly, subscription trees become smaller
and thus routing entries require less memory. Secondly,
subscriptions become less complex resulting in more efﬁcient event ﬁltering. Finally, a pruned subscription is fulﬁlled by more event messages. Hence, the network load in-

creases and, in a distributed setting, neighbor brokers need
to ﬁlter on more messages (post-ﬁltering). As long as the
number of additionally forwarded event messages remains
reasonably small, the overall throughput of a p/s system increases. Thus, subscription pruning improves the efﬁciency
of event routing, decreases the sizes of routing tables, and
only slightly increases the network load for event routing.
Because subscription pruning affects all of the mentioned parameters, we are able to utilize this optimization
to inﬂuence these three dimensions to different degrees. We
will show how to achieve this behavior in Sect. 3.

2.3. Other routing optimizations
The main drawback of other optimizations than pruning
is their restriction to conjunctive subscriptions1. Furthermore, these optimizations rely on relationships among subscriptions. Thus, they are only applicable for restricted applications and lack the support for general-purpose systems.
Covering is an optimization exploiting the fact that some
subscriptions are more general than others, i.e., there exists
a subset relationship among their sets of fulﬁlling messages.
The covering optimization has been applied in various p/s
systems, e.g., PADRES [11], REBECA [13], SIENA [6],
and XROUTE [8]. They only support conjunctive subscriptions. Systems computing coverings for Boolean subscriptions are not described in literature. Because covering is
directly aligned with the mentioned subset relationship, it
does not allow for optimizations based on different dimensions. We can use pruning as an extension of covering.
The other existing routing optimization is subscription
merging [9, 11, 13, 15], which tries to summarize several
subscriptions. Again, this optimization is restricted to conjunctive subscriptions. Finding a merger satisfying given
conditions has been proven as NP-hard problem [9]. The
general challenges one has to face when applying merging
are when, what, and how to merge [11]. The answers to
these problems inﬂuence the optimization potential of subscription merging, i.e., differing solutions might optimize
the routing load according to different dimensions. We can
use subscription pruning to solve the merging problem [5].
In the next section, we present how to utilize subscription
pruning for optimizations based on different dimensions.

3. Dimension-based subscription pruning
According to the requirements of applications, we
should optimize the routing load based on different dimensions. In this paper, we consider optimizations based on network load (Sect. 3.1), memory usage (Sect. 3.2), and system
throughput (Sect. 3.3). We show how to use our heuristics
for practical pruning in Sect. 3.4.
1 Subscriptions

in DNF, e.g., [7], do not eliminate this disadvantage.
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3.1. Network load: selectivity
Network-based subscription pruning aims at minimizing
the amount of additionally routed events. Thus, to decide
on the next pruning at any system time, we need to calculate its effects on the network load. We generally choose to
prune the subscription that is supporting a pruning operation
whose pruning minimally increases the network load.
To quantify the inﬂuence on network load, we utilize
the selectivity of subscriptions sx . Using an estimation
sel≈ (sx ) instead of the actual selectivity sel(sx ) allows its
time and space efﬁcient calculation [4]. A suitable estimation contains three values, the average selavg (sx ), the minimal selmin (sx ), and the maximal possible selmax (sx ) selectivity. To heuristically estimate the effects of a pruning
of subscription sx leading to sy , we calculate the maximum
of the differences of all three components of our estimation:
Δ≈
sel (sx , sy )

= max( selmin (sy ) − selmin (sx ),
selavg (sy ) − selavg (sx ),
selmax (sy ) − selmax(sx ))

We call the result the estimated selectivity degradation
Δ≈
sel (sx , sy ); it estimates the decrease in selectivity of a
pruned subscription. The actual degradation Δsel (sx , sy )
is situated between 0 and selmax (sy ) − selmin (sx ).
In practice, sx in Δ≈
sel (sx , sy ) refers to the originally
registered subscription. Comparing to the unpruned subscription sx , even after several prunings, is advantageous
because the overall selectivity degradation is incorporated
in our calculations. Otherwise, several small degradation
values as the result of subsequently pruning sx might appear
as a reasonable choice; however, adding them up reveals the
total degradation of sy . Our approach of choosing the unpruned subscription sx for calculations avoids this problem.

3.2. Memory usage: subscription size
Memory-based subscription pruning targets at decreasing the sizes of routing tables as effect of the optimization.
Thus, we should always perform the pruning operation resulting in the biggest reduction in memory usage.
Again, we use an estimation describing the change in the
memory requirements mem(sx ) of a subscription sx . Our
memory estimation mem≈ (sx ) only considers the sizes of
subscriptions themselves. We heuristically estimate the improvement in respect to memory usage when pruning sx to
sy as the difference in the sizes of their subscription trees:
Δ≈
mem (sx , sy ) =

mem≈ (sx ) − mem≈ (sy )

We refer to the result as the estimated memory improvement
Δ≈
mem (sx , sy ); it directly describes the reduction in memory (in bytes) to store the pruned subscription tree. The

actual decrease in memory usage Δmem (sx , sy ) is always
greater than our estimation because the sizes of all indexing
structures are reduced by pruning operations.
In contrast to network-based pruning, in Δ≈
mem (sx , sy ),
sx refers to the subscription before it is pruned to sy . This
allows us to quantify the direct inﬂuence of each pruning
on routing tables. Using the unpruned subscription would
mean to consider prunings as worthwhile even if a strong
decrease in memory is only the result of an early pruning.
Incorporating the optimization of each step avoids this.
We are aware of the fact that we always experience the
strongest reduction in memory usage if we prune the largest
subtree of a subscription. Thus, we additionally restrict our
pruning algorithm (other restrictions can be found in [4]) to
consider a pruning of node n as valid if and only if there
exists no valid pruning in the subtree rooted in n.

3.3. Throughput: computation complexity
The purpose of throughput-based pruning is to increase
the ﬁlter efﬁciency when using this optimization. Thus,
throughput-based pruning has to consider the ﬁltering algorithm used within the system. This allows for the execution
of prunings based on their inﬂuence on ﬁlter efﬁciency.
Considering the non-canonical algorithm presented
in [2], we can heuristically derive ﬁlter efﬁciency by the
minimal number of fulﬁlled predicates pmin (sx ) [2]. This
parameter describes the number of predicates that is required to lead to a fulﬁlled subscription sx . If it holds
pmin (sx ) > pmin (sy ), sx needs to be evaluated less frequent than sy , assuming they share the same predicates.
So, we can heuristically estimate the improvement in respect to throughput when pruning sx leading to sy as:
Δ≈
eﬀ (sx , sy ) =

pmin (sy ) − pmin (sx )

Δ≈
eﬀ (sx , sy )

We name
the estimated throughput improvement. Because we do not introduce new predicates when
pruning (we remove some of them), Δ≈
eﬀ (sx , sy ) > 0
means that we need to evaluate the pruned subscription
tree less frequent. Generally, the greater Δ≈
eﬀ (sx , sy ), the
rarer the pruned subscription is evaluated. Hence, ﬁltering becomes more efﬁcient, which means a higher system
throughput.
As in network-based pruning, sx in Δ≈
eﬀ (sx , sy ) refers
to the originally registered subscription. This allows us to
incorporate the inﬂuence of all performed prunings into our
heuristic. Otherwise, a strong decrease in pmin (sx ) would
only be regarded in one pruning operation; our heuristic,
conversely, considers this case in all subsequent prunings.

3.4. Practical dimension-based pruning
When optimizing by pruning, we always perform the
most effective pruning operation based on the currently
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used dimension of optimization. Comparing the heuristic
ratings of two choices of pruning might not allow us to decide on the more effective one. This happens if both choices
result in the same degradation/improvement in respect to the
applied optimization. To circumvent these cases, we should
refer to another dimension to decide on the most effective
pruning. The order of dimensions depends on current application requirements. For our experiments, we use the
following orders of heuristics for our pruning options:
≈
≈
Network-based pruning: Δ≈
sel , Δeﬀ , Δmem
≈
≈
Memory-based pruning: Δ≈
mem , Δsel , Δeﬀ
≈
≈
Throughput-based pruning: Δ≈
eﬀ , Δsel , Δmem

This procedure should allow for the determination of the
most effective of several pruning options. If all heuristics
show the same value, the chosen option is arbitrary.
We can determine the most effective pruning by utilizing a priority queue: Initially, we insert the most effective
pruning of each subscription into our queue. Using the described orders of dimensions places the most effective prun≈
ing on top: Δ≈
sel is ordered in a descending manner, Δeﬀ
≈
and Δmem in an ascending one. After performing the overall most effective pruning, the new most effective pruning of
the just optimized subscription is reinserted into the queue.
By using this scheme, we can apply routing optimizations step by step. Either we perform a speciﬁed number of optimizations, or we optimize until a given degradation/improvement is reached. In our experiments, presented
in the next section, we investigate the inﬂuence of performing different amounts of pruning operations in batch.

4. Experiments and evaluation
We now present an evaluation of a series of experiments
undertaken to analyze and compare subscription pruning
based on the three dimensions. In Sect. 4.1, we show our results and describe their illustration within this paper. Their
detailed discussion and analysis is presented in Sect. 4.2.
As application area, we have chosen an online-auction
scenario. Subscriptions conform to three classes typical for
online book auctions [4]. Event messages also follow the
characteristic distributions for these auctions [3]. We register 200,000 subscriptions in our experiments. Our results
represent the average values for publishing 100,000 events.
We analyze a centralized and a distributed setting.
The former allows for conclusions about the effects of
dimension-based pruning in general. The latter setting
shows the effects on the distributed system; it involves ﬁve
brokers connected as a line. We analyze network load,
memory usage, and event throughput. In our experiments,
we use machines equipped with a 2 GHz processor and 512
MB of main memory, and connected by a 10 Mbps network.

4.1. Experimental results
We present our experimental results in Fig. 1. Abscissae
show the proportional number of performed prunings and
range from 0, describing the un-optimized situation, to 1,
i.e., any other pruning removes a complete subscription. We
always show the behaviors of our three heuristics, described
by the indexes of the labels of the shown curves.
Figures 1(a) and 1(d) show our results regarding time efﬁciency. The behavior in the centralized setting is depicted
in Fig. 1(a); Fig. 1(d) represents the distributed system. Ordinates show the average ﬁltering time per event in seconds.
The expected network load (centralized) is illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). The ordinate describes the proportional number
of matching events. The actual load (distributed) is shown
in Fig. 1(e). There, the ordinate represents the proportional
increase in routed events compared to the un-optimized situation, i.e., 1.0 means a doubled number of event messages.
Figure 1(c) (central) and Fig. 1(f) (distributed) show the
behavior of our last parameter, memory usage. Ordinates
present the proportional decrease in predicate/subscription
associations; Fig. 1(c) considers all subscriptions, Fig. 1(f)
only those from non-local subscribers, e.g., 0.5 states that
the number of registered predicates is reduced by 50%.

4.2. Discussion of results
The intention of our heuristics is to achieve optimizations in respect to different parameters. We now want to investigate whether our heuristics inﬂuence the quantitatively
measured parameters to different degrees and whether these
behaviors align with our expectations (Sect. 1).
Analyzing the throughput in a single broker (Fig. 1(a)),
throughput-based pruning results in the most time efﬁcient
ﬁltering for up to 43% of all optimizations. Then, networkbased pruning shows a higher throughput, i.e., smaller ﬁltering times. Worst time efﬁciency is achieved by memorybased pruning. These results align with our expectations
except of network-based pruning emerging as the most efﬁcient solution. This behavior results out of our throughputbased heuristic: We consider pmin (sx ) as the only factor
inﬂuencing throughput. But, the selectivity of predicates
does also have an effect: Pruning general predicates results
in less fulﬁlled predicates per subscription. This, in turn,
yields to less subscription evaluations. This pruning of little
selective predicates is obtained by network-based pruning.
After a certain amount of prunings this inﬂuence of selectivities becomes more worthwhile to consider than pmin (sx ).
For the expected network load in the centralized setting (Fig. 1(b)), the best results (least routed messages) are
achieved by the network-based followed by the throughput
and memory-based heuristics. In network-based pruning,
up to 75% of all prunings, the amount of messages increases
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Figure 1. Time efﬁciency, network load, and memory usage in both settings.
only slightly. For throughput-based pruning, the sharp bend
in the curve occurs at 50% of prunings. The memory-based
optimization does not consider network load (approx. 5%).
For our last parameter, memory usage, memory-based
pruning shows the best results (cf. Fig. 1(c) and 1(f)). The
other two heuristics reveal nearly the same inﬂuence; network is slightly more effective than throughput-based pruning. However, the beneﬁt of our memory-based optimization is not that signiﬁcant: Memory is reduced by at most
10% more than for the other heuristics. After 70% of prunings, the reduction in memory using any heuristic is similar.
Though, memory-based pruning is advantageously to utilize for unpruned subscriptions if the overall pruning goal
is to reduce memory usage by little pruning operations. The
inﬂuence of all heuristics on memory usage is similar in the
centralized (Fig. 1(c)) and the distributed (Fig. 1(f)) setting.
The throughput in the distributed system is not only inﬂuenced by the registered subscriptions but also by additionally routed and post-ﬁltered messages. This is reﬂected
in our time efﬁciency measurements (Fig. 1(d)): The overall best ﬁlter efﬁciency is achieved by our network-based
heuristic (4.2 ms per message). For throughput-based pruning, it is 6.5 ms (network-based ﬁlters 35% faster). Looking at the overall behavior of these heuristics, we realize
a similar developing as in the centralized case: Initially,
throughput-based pruning results in the most efﬁcient ﬁltering. After several prunings, network-based pruning shows

the highest throughput. The reason is again the inaccuracy
of our throughput-based heuristic. The difference between
network and throughput-based pruning is not as signiﬁcant
as in the central setting because additionally routed events
need to be sent, received, and ﬁltered in several brokers.
Memory-based pruning shows no throughput improvement.
The network load in the distributed setting (cf. Fig. 1(e))
performs as predicted: Network-based pruning only slightly
increases additionally routed messages. At 75% of all prunings (sharp bend in the curve), the network load is increased
by 37%. For throughput-based pruning, the sharp bend occurs at 50%. There, network utilization has grown by 26%;
for network-based pruning, at this point the load increased
by 10%. Memory-based pruning does not consider the network utilization: The sharp bend already occurs at 5%.
Altogether, our experiments prove that all three heuristics optimize according to their target dimension: Networkbased pruning affects the network load to the smallest extend. Additionally, it supports the largest number of pruning
operations (75% of all possible) without strongly increasing
the network load (increase by 37%). Memory-based pruning results in the strongest decrease in routing table sizes.
It is especially useful for unpruned subscriptions; sizes of
routing tables are up to 10% smaller than for the other optimizations after the same amount of prunings. Throughputbased pruning results in the highest ﬁlter efﬁciency by requiring the smallest number of prunings, when applied to
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unpruned subscriptions (18% higher after 35% of prunings).
However, for the distributed setting network-based pruning is the best dimension of optimization. This is due to
the strong impact of additionally routed events on system
throughput: Even if ﬁltering in a single broker is more efﬁcient, the overall throughput might degrade. Thus, networkbased pruning achieves the best overall result regarding
efﬁciency with an improvement of 53% compared to unoptimized routing. At the same time, network load increases by only 37% and memory usage is reduced by 67%.
The reduction in space usage when applying memorybased pruning is not as signiﬁcant as expected. Due to the
strong decrease in throughput, using more space (and thus
less time) efﬁcient algorithms might become a better choice.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have investigated the behavior of event
routing in p/s systems when applying different approaches
of routing optimizations. For our analysis, we have identiﬁed three dimensions of parameters characterizing p/s systems: (i) network load created by event routing, (ii) memory
usage required for routing tables, and (iii) event throughput
achieved by the overall system. We have determined subscription pruning as a routing optimization allowing for an
optimization based on these three dimensions.
To perform dimension-based pruning, we have developed heuristics estimating the effects of prunings on the respective parameter. By applying these heuristics, we are
able to decide on the most effective pruning operation from
all registered subscriptions. This allows us to perform prunings according to their inﬂuence on the three parameters.
We ran a series of experiments to analyze and compare
subscription pruning based on the three dimensions. We
have been able to show that network-based pruning causes
the least increase in network load, memory-based pruning
shows the strongest reduction in routing table sizes, and
throughput-based pruning results in the most efﬁcient ﬁltering. However, the advantages of memory-based pruning
are not as signiﬁcant as expected; memory usage is reduced
by at most 10% more than in our other optimizations. This
effect is only achieved when optimizing on unpruned subscriptions. Also throughput-based pruning performs only
slightly better than our network-based optimization; this effect only holds up to around 35% of all possible prunings.
Network-based pruning achieves the overall best results:
Compared to un-optimized routing, it improves ﬁlter efﬁciency by 53%, and, at the same time, it reduces the memory
requirements for routing tables by 67%. These beneﬁcial
behavior increases the network load by only 37%. Hence,
when aiming at general-purpose p/s systems, network load
is the favorable dimension of optimization. Specialized system, although, might optimize based on one of the other

dimensions to achieve their speciﬁc optimization goals.
In the future, we want to further improve our heuristic for
the network-based optimization. We also plan to investigate
the question of how to dynamically determine the number of
pruning operations leading to the best overall optimization.
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